Astrology, Palmistry and Ancient Moon Gardening
We have frost
flowers here in
Victoria and I am
feeling the cold!

Earth Moon and Stars
July 2015 with Kerry Galea
Ph: 0419 382 131

Email: kerry@kerrygalea.com.au

Web: www.kerrygalea.com.au

Web: www.ancientmoongardening.com.au

To each and every one of you; look at your hands and know that you are unique, and look at the stars and know that you are part of something greater than
yourself.

Your Sun Sign Astrology Forecast for July 2015
Aries 21 March – 19 April
To achieve the freedom you want all you have to do is stay away
from battles you cannot win. Or become a peace keeper (ha…
Aries .. not likely!). You are not going to change the outcome
affecting others even if you get involved; so try and learn a new
skill as a peacekeeper, or stay on the fringes.

It’s time to see what’s happening for you.
In my work I will always use both Astrology and
Palmistry. The Stars show your potential and your
hands show how you grab hold of life. Through
them we look to your strengths, especially now
and to the future, and to see what to avoid, and
what to enjoy.
Moe Weekdays by appointment at beautiful
Gippstown Heritage Village on the highway at
Moe.

Taurus 20 April – 20 May
Time at home leads to good opportunities with family. Once you
get out into the world there is a tendency to become part of Traralgon On Sunday the 19th July at Dyoligy “all
debates or angry discussions about beliefs. There is not just one things beautiful” shop in Traralgon.
right way of seeing things; rather there are many. Let others take
Koonwarra in South Gippsland Saturday 4th July
different view and you all still get to the final goal post.
already booked out. Next time will be Aug 1st at
the Artisan workshop Gardens Studio between
Gemini 21 May – 20 June
You still have a gift in saying just the right thing at just the right Milly and Romeos Bakehouse, and Escential
time. Now use it to get yourself out of bad debts or into a low Therapies in Koonwarra.
interest rate increasing in value good investment. This means
putting money into the long term and not for immediate Phone readings Send in pictures of your palms
gratification. There is physical as well as emotional debt. Which is and your birth details for a phone reading. This is
perfect for those of you unable to come in person.
yours?
Day or evening readings available.
Cancer 22 June – 22 July
Assets will increase, especially if you keep on working diligently
and stay focused on what you are doing. The harder you work the
luckier you will get. Other people will expect your attention and
may feel left-out if ignored so be aware of upsetting them,
especially mid-month. Spend time talking and all
misunderstanding will ease.

Like my Facebook pages

“Ancient Moon Gardening” where I
put things of interest to sustainable
and abundant gardeners.
“Astrology and Palmistry” where I
put interesting items purely related
to the topic.
And my Facebook site called “Kerry
Leo 23 July – 22 Aug
The stars are smiling on you so accept with gratitude what is Galea” where I put all sorts of things of general
given as it will turn out to be the right thing. Old health concerns interest to explorers of the inner world and outer
can re-surface; probably because you have been overdoing it! world.
Include your body in all that you take care of. Do you put good
fuel in the car? Well; put good food in you!
Birthday Greetings go out to

Cancer 22 June 22 – 22 July
Virgo 23 Aug – 22 Sep
All is still not being revealed which makes this a frustrating time. “What you are speaks so loudly,
Be patient and bide your time and you will get a hint of what is to I cannot hear what you are saying”.
come, but only a hint. This hint will eventually grow and bring the Ralph Waldo Emerson

best later but for now let friends or groups help you relax. A Thank you to the Cancerian who shows me to
hummingbird works frantically but does it look stressed to you?
listen to the music of the heavens rather than
trying to intellectualize it.
Libra 23 Sep – 23 Oct
Leo 23 July to 22 Aug
Your loved ones are inspired to make changes and even if you “The only way to make sense out of change is to
don’t think so at the start, they will benefit you both. plunge into it, move with it, and join the dance”.
Relationships can become a series of mundane habits. It’s time to Alan Watts
rewrite the rules. A stressful or complicated work life will not Thank you to the Leo who reminds me that
help if you take the tensions from the outer world back home.
change is to be expected and welcomed; even
when I am trying to intellectualize it.
Scorpio 24 Oct – 21 Nov
Lady luck is smiling on you in regards to work recognition and To both of you; This little Virgo has abandoned the
opportunities. You have status and will be applauded for what notion of intellectualizing and torn up the
you do. Higher authorities are reluctant to admit it openly but planning spreadsheet!  Love you. xx
will still allow you to initiate changes or to ask for better work
conditions especially when you let them know that you still want News from the Stars
to learn.
1st July Venus next to Jupiter
2nd July Full Moon in Capricorn at 12.19pm
Sagittarius 23 Nov – 21 Dec
9th July Mercury enters Cancer
Children or young people in your life will have a breakthrough 16th July New Moon in Cancer at 11.24am
with following advice, perhaps legal. To celebrate they will want 16th July Mars and Mercury opposite Pluto
freedom. Why not join them? Your own money concerns will rear 19th July Venus enters Virgo
their head but let it go, as good vibes are coming to help you get 23rd July Sun and Mercury enters Leo
the rewards and recognition you deserve.
25th July Venus turns retrograde
26th July Uranus turns retrograde
Capricorn 22 Dec – 20 Jan
31st July Full Moon in Aquarius at 8.42pm
This is a time for personal change but keep your attention
focused on relationships because if you ignore, or pretend any The movement of the planets herald time when
issues will vanish; you are in for a doozie of a month. Get we feel mood changes, times we are galvanized to
involved, start talking and start moving. If you are doing take action, and others times when we lack
something active and energetic together then it will be a great energy. There are shifts in feelings and energy
month, so go for long walks or keep busy.
levels at all New and Full Moons, when planets
move into signs, or when there are connections
Aquarius 21 Jan – 18 Feb
(aspects) between planets, or when they turn
Friends and loved ones will be getting what they have spent a retrograde or move direct again.
long time thinking about. This can be wonderful as it teaches us Pay attention to the days when these shifts
that our thoughts create our reality. This is not without happen and notice your feelings and energy
consequences…. as for example; wanting to win tattslotto to get levels. This understanding will enhance your
out of debt…... This is really focusing on debt and voila… more experience of life. Enjoy the ride!
debt comes.
Pisces 19 Feb – 20 March
You already know it’s time to plug the hole. A financial plan
includes what to use, what to build for the future, and what to
give freely. A soul plan includes what to use, what to build for the
future and what to give freely. Increased enjoyment and pleasure
comes when you have both plans in place.

Thank You to those that keep me
healthy!
..… pop over to my website to see the
practitioner’s page to find somebody
perfect for you.
www.kerrygalea.com.au

Did you know that the Sun moves into the 12 signs of the zodiac And Thank You to each and every one of you,
on slightly different dates each year. If you are born close to the for you help me smile at the world!

border of two signs then you are on the cusp and you are a blend
of the two sun signs. The dates here are the 2012 Sun Ingress Recipe for Happiness
dates for Australia. Source is Solar Fire from Esoteric
Wake up and before you open your eyes, smile…
Technologies.
yes move those endorphin producing facial
muscles; and smile.
What’s that in the sky? July 2015
Say “thank you” and give gratitude to the whole
To be amazed by the heavens, first get you bearings and note universe.
that the sun rises in the east, sets in the west and the warmest Smile again 
See in your mind’s eye the day’s activities and
side of the house is north. 
th
This month’s darkest night is the New Moon on the 16 July. The imagine them unfolding with ease and harmony.
Full Moon is on the 2nd July and again on the 31st with what is
known as a Blue Moon. It’s not really blue, its means that it is a
rare event as in the old saying…. “once in a blue moon”.
Originally it was attributed to the fourth Full Moon in a season
but now most people know it as the second Full Moon in a
month.
For all you night owls
I had an Opps, slip of the finger, moment last month, when I said
that Jupiter and Venus kiss on the 20th June; for it really happens
on the 30th June (and also the 1st July). So pop outside tonight
see them at their closest. They will spend the month together
and are easy to spot just after sunset on the western horizon.
They are the lovers celebrating the joy of life and bringing
happiness to all. Throughout the month they move closer to the
horizon until they disappear into the setting suns glare. The
Moon joins them on the 18th and 19th July and this would be the
perfect time for a party or celebration. The bright star a little
higher is Regulus in the heart of Leo the Lion.
Saturn is high overhead with the dramatic Scorpion not far
behind. Let the Moon be your guide when she passes close to
Saturn on the 26th July. Look to the south to see the Pointer stars
“pointing” to the Southern Cross who is easily showing us the
way home; no matter where we are. Nearby is the Coalsack
Nebula which is known to indigenous people as the Emu. Imagine
it with its legs stretched out far behind. The Emu is only visible in
late April and early May, which is also when emus lay their eggs.
This star story tells us when to go out and get highly nutritious
emu eggs for dinner but I prefer to do my hunting from the chook
For all you early birds
There are no planets visible in the morning’s heavens. Even the
Southern Cross is hanging low and upside down. I suggest staying
in bed and my sympathy goes to those who must have an early
start, but at least there are always stars twinkling just for you,
even if you don’t know their names or their stories. 
Let yourself be awed! Kerry Galea www.kerrygalea.com.au

Quote of the Month:
Where are you in the 4 stages of learning about
life?
Hint… Don’t speed read! Give yourself the gift of
time to think about it.
Hint… Pick a specific life topic/experience and
think about it again.
1. You don’t know you know Unconscious
incompetence
2. You know what you don’t know.
The Student.
Conscious incompetence
3. You know that you know
Conscious competence. The courageous
teacher
4. You don’t know you know it. The Natural
Teacher

Ancient Moon Gardening
Gazing out the window I can see the veggie patch and this month the broad beans are the feature and growing
merrily. I am munching on the tips… so tasty and it nibbling means they grow shorter with more branches so I don’t
need to stake them.
I must also tell you about the battleground between me and the birds for ownership of the pea seeds… dash it… those
guys are getting smarter. A perfect Moon planting time does not help with birds!
I had a merry time pruning the roses at the perfect time to prune for growth with gloves that come to my armpit’s...…
for the first time I did not drip blood when I had finished!!
Dates
AEST

Moon Position
and Phase

Ancient Moon Gardening
Planting and sowing days

2nd July

Full Moon
in Capricorn

Official gardeners rest day so do nothing. 
Harvest and share an attitude that honors rules.

6th 7th
July
16th July

Waning Fertile Moon
3rd Quarter
New Moon
in Cancer

Plant root crops.

21st 22nd
23rd July

Waxing Fertile
1st Quarter

Perfect for all sowing and planting.
Especially for vegetables whose leaves we eat.

24th 25th
26th 29th
July

Waxing Fertile
2nd Quarter

Perfect for all sowing and planting.
Especially for vegetables that bear fruits or seeds for
eating.

31st July

Full Moon
in Aquarius

Official gardeners rest day.
Harvest and share smiles to random strangers. Make
their day! 

Rest and do nothing. Cultivate and spread an attitude
that nurtures and protects all.

AEST Correct for Vic NSW QLD and Tas. S.A. subtract ½ hour. W.A subtract 2 hours. N.T subtract ½ hour. NZ Add 2 hours.

3 Ways to improve your Gardening and be in Harmony with the Moon
You have three choices
1. The Free Mini Almanac included here
2. The Easy Moon Gardening Planning Calendar
$25 emailed or $35 posted for 12 months
You can try the emailed version I month for free. Just ask 
3. The Ancient Moon Gardening Super Almanac
Over 40 pages each season
$49 emailed for 12 months
Call me or have a peek at my website for examples www.ancientmoongardening.com.au

